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The pt·of'iles of' the hydt·ological characteristics <T,S> 
.finestructure are e:<amined in the Ct·etan Sea during the POEM-5 cruise, 
Septembet· - October 1987. CTD <SBE-9) data -ft·om 20 stations (Fig. 1) 
ave1·aged to 1 data pet· second o-f the o•·iginal data wh1ch sampled at 33 
Hz with a lowet·ing speed o-F about 0. 75 m/sec.. The data 1n.terpolated 
with 1 dbar spacing and then are used -for di-f-Fer·ent -Finestructure 

analyses. 
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The study at·ea showing the location o-f the 
hydr-ographic stations dut·ing the POEM-5 cruise .. 

One of' the mechanisms that can genet·ate the -finestructure o-f the 
T-S charactet·istics is the double di-f-fusive convection <Fedorov 1978, 
Karl in 1988 et al.). Generally is considet·ed that the double di-f-fusion 
and especially the salt f'inget·ing is an impm·tant process -fat· the 
vet·tical transpm·tation of' heat and salt in the watet· column resulted 
by the dif'f'et·ent values of' a and e coe-f-ficients <Turner 1985). 

To -find the natLwe and the stt·ength o-f double di-f-fusive activities, 
in the Ct·etan Sea, the pat·ameter of' Turnet· angle <Tul is computed at 
depths between 100-500 dbars. 

The observed prof'i les structure, at the majority o-f the examined 
depth intet·val, indicate that salt f'inget·ing pt·ocess might be occured. 
The hydt·ological conditions o-f the watet· at the above water columns are 
wat·m and saline watet· overlying colder less saline water, 
charactet·izired as LIW of' Cretan Sea. Turner angle pro-files veri-fy the 
prevalence of' the salt -fingering t·egim. 

The stability t·egimes o-f double - di-f-fusion \salt -fingering, 
di-f-fusive, stable, unstable), -fm· all stations in the investigated 
at·ea, at·e illustt·ated in the Turner angle <Tul histogram <Fig.2). The 
stipped areas indicate the salt -fingering and di-f-fusive layering 
portions. The maximum Tu volume of' 58/. corresponding to the salt 
-fingering while only 11/. -fat· the di-f-fusive convection. 

The above ver-tical distt·ibution of' Tu shows the predominance role 
of' salt f'inget·ing process in the -formation of' the f'inestructure o-f 
Cretan watet· at intermediate depths. 
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Fig.2 Tur·net· angle histogt·am with the stability regimes o-f 
double - di-f-fusion -fat· all stations in the Cretan Sea. 

late summer 1987. 
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Large quantities of substances of natural or anthro
pogenic origin enter the marine environment through 
the atmosphere, from both coastal and distant 
sources. This is especially true for semienclosed 
seas such as the Mediterrane~_!!_ ~.ea. Preliminary esti
mations of the fluxes of subst-an-ces such as Hg, Cd, 
Pb and Cr, confirm that the atmospheric transport for 
these substances is, at least, comparable in magni
tude to the riverine inputs <MED POL, 1989). 

In a recent study <Alarcon and Cruzado, 1990) the 
nutrient fluxes <nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, phosphate 
and silicate) indicate that the deposition amounts 
are of the same order of magnitude to that of the 
vertical diffusive fluxes from deep waters into the 
photic zone. Therefore the atmosphere could be an 
important source of nutrients for the marine produc
tivity, mainly in oligotrophic waters, as is the 
greates~ part of the Mediterranean Sea. 

The meteorology of the Mediterranean region is par
ticularly variable both spatially and temporally, and 
this variability is due, partly, to the hilly 
orography. The topography behind the coastline around 
all the Mediterranean is complex. This can interact 
with the long range atmospheric flux inside the 
boundary layer influencing the horizontal transport 
and the vertical mixing of the substances by complex 
mechanisms. 

At first, the knowledge of the deposition processes 
of the aerosol particles, combined with transport 
models should allow an evaluation of the net 
transfer rate from air to sea of particulate matter. 

Computation of air parcel trajectories is a very 
powerful tool to estimate the long-range transport of 
substances. In this study we have computerized an 
isentropic method due to Petersen and Uccellini 
<1979) to simulate long- distance transport of sub-
stances .. 

The isentropic approximation reduces a tridimensional 
trajectory computation to a bidimensional problem. 
The air parcel moves above isentropic surfaces. 
Although only the horizontal components of the wind 
are used, the vertical velocity of the particle is 
not ignored. It is implicitly taken into account 
through the contour and the temporal variation of the 
isentropic suyface. 

Trajectories are computed applying an explicit system 
of equation based in the theory of the "discrete 
model" developed by Greenspan (1972), to the atmos
pheric equations of the movement. Trajectories are 
constructed in an isentropic framework, from the 
movement equations, where the pressure fields 
represen- ted by the Montgomerystream fuction, 
CpT+gz. 

The model calculates parcel positions in time steps 
of 900 s. A trajectory segment is integrated by 48 
time steps. Acceleration is computed from the gradi
ent of the Montgomery streamfunctio~, and then veloc
ity and position are interpolated for the next time 
step. The process is repeted ~or the succesive time 
steps to complete a 12 hours trajectory segment. 

The stability of this process is discussed by Pet
ersen and Uccellini (1979>, and conclude that this 
explicit method is stable for time increments between 
300 and 1800 
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